JAMBOREE AUDIENCE PACK
What?
JAMBOREE is a piece of gig-theatre made for and with teenagers (age 12+)
labelled as having profound and multiple learning disabilities (PMLD). The
experience lasts about one hour from start to finish, with no interval. Each gig
is performed for an audience of up to 16 young people with PMLD (aged 12+).
Every young person must be accompanied by an adult. On arrival, you will be
met in a waiting area by Hosts who can answer questions and help support
you throughout.
We would love you and the young person you are with to dress up in your
most fabulous gig clothes for JAMBOREE. In the waiting area, there will be a
rail of vibrant gig accessories that both you and your young person can dress
up in and borrow for the gig!
ACCESS NOTES:
•
•
•

•

Please be aware that JAMBOREE will be a highly sensory/stimulating
experience using lighting effects and amplified sound.
A quiet room will be provided throughout if your young person needs a
break at any point. The Hosts or staff can show you where this is.
Please let us know if the young person you are with is profoundly
D/deaf as we have specialist provision for this. We also have ear
defenders and sunglasses for those who are sound and light sensitive.
To help the young person you are with to prepare for the show, a Visual
Story is available to download from the Oily Cart website for free. There
will also be hard copies in the quiet room and waiting area.

Where?
The gig will take place in a music tent which has colourful fabric walls, a shiny
floor and speakers surrounding the audience. The Hosts will guide you to your
seats and make sure you are comfortable. The young person you are with
can choose to stay in their wheelchair or transfer to a seat or beanbag. Once
everyone is ready, the band will enter and play beautiful Balkan music. Each
tune in the gig has been inspired and influenced by a young people with
complex needs.
The musicians will move between and around the audience, getting close at
times so the young people can feel the vibrations of the instruments. Most of
the action will take place in the middle.

Audience members can move around or come in and out of the show as much
as they like.

Role of the adult?
JAMBOREE is an interactive sensory show. We encourage you to get
involved with the show, assisting the young person you’re with and engaging
with the performers and sensory events.
As you enter the music tent you will be given a gold bag of sensory props
that you can use to enrich the experience of the young person you are with.
In the bag will be:
•
•
•

A voice cone you can speak through, directly into the ear of the young
person
A torch with some sequin fabric that you can shine to make amazing
reflections
Some shiny silver confetti to throw at the end of the gig

The Hosts will show you exactly when to use the sensory props throughout.

During the gig, the band will also use:
•

•

•
•

Drum skins placed over the instrument horns to maximise vibrations,
which the young people can feel with their hands, arms or head. It
would be a big help if you can help hold these in place.
Bells that the young people can make noise with. We want to follow
the lead of the young people in this section so please hold the bells in
place for the young people to activate.
A microphone to amplify some of the vocalisations of the young people
during the show.
Large, soft fabric flags which will be wafted over the audience’s heads
and brought up close to feel

The young people can engage with these elements as much or as little as
they choose.
We really want you to tell us if an audience member particularly likes or
dislikes what’s happening around them so we can tailor their experience. This
show is all about being listened to, so it is important to us that the young
person you are with is given choices and listened to throughout the whole
JAMBOREE experience.
PHOTOS ANFD FILMING: If you are taking photos or short film clips during the
performance, please do not use flash and make sure you are not on the stage
area. Please be aware that the band will be moving around so need clear
pathways.
*As you will be actively involved during the show, please make sure your
priority is facilitating the sensory elements and enjoying the show with the
young person you are with.

